Converting the Heathcote IRDOT-1 Optical Detector
to the IRDOT-1D to Add Off-Delay Feature
Heathcote Electronics is a British company that makes a nice selection of optical detectors; however it is somewhat inconvenient to
order them from overseas. It turns out that Micro-Mark, a US-based small tools distributor, now offers the Heathcote IRDOT-1 optical
detector through their catalog and internet stores: http://www.micro-mark.com/
Unfortunately the IRDOT-1 does not have the "off-delay" feature like the IRDOT-1D has. This feature holds the output active for a brief
time after the sensor turns off, which prevents the signals from "winking" as gaps between cars pass over the sensor.
But all is not lost ... it turns out the IRDOT-1 and the IRDOT-1D use the exact same circuit board; they are just "stuffed" differently. So
the IRDOT-1 can be converted to the IRDOT-1D by adding a capacitor and diode, and replacing a resistor. Here's how to do it:
Refer to the photo below.
1] add a radial-leaded 10 uF electrolytic capacitor (35V) in the two open holes adjacent to the big black capacitor. The negative pin
(marked with a "-" on the capacitor casing) must be toward the big black cap. This capacitor is Digikey part number P5161-ND
2] add a 1N4148 diode in the two open holes adjacent to the resistor with a single black band. The diode has a black band on one end this must be toward the 10 uF capacitor added in step 1] above. This diode is Digikey part number 1N4148DICT-ND
3] remove (un-solder) the resistor with a single black band, and replace it with a resistor to create the off-delay time of your choice*:
Off Delay Time
1 second
2 seconds
4 seconds

Resistor Value
249K ohm
499K ohm
1Meg ohm

Digikey Part Number
249KXBK-ND
499KXBK-ND
1.00MXBK-ND

* an adjustable delay can be made by using a potentiometer - see page 2

www.digikey.com

Modifying the Heathcote IRDOT-1D Optical Detector
Part 1: Adjustable "OFF" Delay (2 - 4 seconds)
The stock IRDOT-1D has a 4-second off
delay, which some consider too long. Here
is how to make the delay adjustable from 2
to 4 seconds.
Bend the two 500K pot pins that are closest
to each other as shown and solder (left
photo).
Bend & cut one 500K resistor lead as
shown (center photo).
Solder this bent resistor lead to the two
joined pot pins as shown (right photo).
Note: a 487K ohm resistor is shown here.
It works just fine.
On the IRDOT-1D, locate and remove the 1M ohm resistor - it
is the only one with a brown/black/green color band.
Clear the holes of solder and slip in the pot/resistor assembly
as shown. The 3rd unbent pin of the pot goes in one hole, and
the unbent lead of the resistor goes in the other hole. Make
certain the pot/resistor junction is in free space and does not
touch the pins of the black IC or anything else.
Solder in the pot/resistor assembly from the bottom side of the
board, and trim the leads if needed.

pot/resistor
assembly
(added)

The IRDOT-1D is available from Heathcote Electronics (U.K.):
http://www.heathcote-electronics.co.uk/IRDetec.htm

1M resistor
(removed)

Part 2: Using the Optek OPB704W Sensor
The IRDOT-1D includes a two-piece sensor
which is difficult to properly align in the track
and can falsely react to fluorescent lighting.
The Optek OPB704W is a 1-piece sensor
whose housing properly aligns the elements at
an angle, and it has a built-in filter to reduce
false reaction to ambient light.
Remove the Heathcote-provided two-piece
sensor from the IRDOT-1D. If desired, install
connector pins for modularity (see photo).
Install the OPB704W as shown; note the
colored wire positions. Extend wires if needed.
Mount the OPB704W centered between rails
with sensor surface flush with tie tops. Place it
at a tie location for disguise - edges can be
beveled to match tie width (see inset). But
leave a small amount of black housing - don't
cut right up to the window edge!
The Optek OPB704W is available from:
Newark Electronics http://www.newark.com
Arrow Electronics
http://www.arrow.com

beveled
edges

